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This is the story of one woman's life-long interaction with beings from another world, and her

journey to go beyond the fear to find meaning and purpose. In this book she explores the abduction

experience and shares with you the three important things they insisted she learn. "This is my story.

I cannot prove any of it. For years I was encouraged to write about these experiences, but I resisted.

This is not an easy story for me to write, and it might not be easy for you to read or believe. I

understand that... This book is not only a recounting of my experiences but also the story of how I

discovered that, like most things, it is possible to turn the worst thing in your life into something

positive just by choosing to look at it from a different perspective." -from the author.
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Never before have I read such a book that is such an eloquent telling of our true purpose in life.I

expected to feel a great deal of fear as I read this woman's story, but, surprisingly it brought me a

great deal of comfort.It took a great deal of courage to share all that the author did of her ET visits

and abductions, how they affected her family, her work and her life. Frankly, I don't know how she

lived through all that she did.But I'm grateful she survived and even more grateful she followed her

soul's calling to use her experiences to help all of us.This book is a page turner with a message that

can save humanity. It is truly an amazing read.

Listening to Sherry Wilde speak at a conference in Eureka Springs, Ak, I saw first hand how



emotionally the audience connected with her. I was also deeply moved by her incredible life

changing story of perseverance and triumph in her abductions from childhood to adult.You to will be

drawn into the Sherry's life of missing events and her struggle to keep her beliefs and sanity intact,

while trying to make sense of it all.Desperately trying to cling to " normalcy," she is presented with

evidence from hypnosis, psychiatrist, friends and family members that these missing moments were

indeed real and she had disappeared during many events of her life but did not remember that she

had. The other telling evidence was is that it had taken place during one of the largest UFO flaps in

history. This book is the greatest evidence of extraterrestrial contact I have come across.

Provocative, spell binding and amazingly surreal you will read this book more than once as I am. I

must express my gratitude to Sherry for her courage and her heart-felt message of hope and peace

for earth.

What a wild roller coaster ride of alien abduction and self-exploration I experienced with the author

as she told her amazing story. It is a story told without artifice and with clear, direct honesty. Often

the book reads like a suspense novel, yet it is as true an account as one could possibly give of such

extraordinary experiences. Be warned that your heart will ache with sympathy as she describes

what she endured being repeatedly abducted by ETs. Yet also be aware that there is an extremely

positive outcome.Towards the end of the book, the author's perception of her experience shifts. No

longer seeing herself as a victim, she focuses on the positive aspects of what she was taught during

her interactions with the ETs. Once she looked beyond the distortion created by her visceral fear,

she was aware of the depth of knowledge that was being imparted to her. This knowledge, like the

ETs, originated from higher vibrational realms. It was being given to her for the benefit of humanity.

What a gift! What impresses me is how clearly the author explains the "3 Important Things to

Know", which are concepts about which volumes of spiritual texts have been written. This is the part

of the book that can be read and reread to learn spiritual lessons that will profoundly impact our

lives.I highly recommend this book!

I literally consumed this book in one day. And then I went back and read it again and again. What

can you expect to find within these pages? Yes, this book explores the abduction experiences that

Sherry personally endured, and yes, the author shares with us three important messages that Da

(her main contact) gave her to share with the human race. But most gripping for me was learning

how Sherry dealt with ongoing visitations and abductions from aliens that created such fear and

turmoil in her life, while trying to have a normal life. All of that said, here is what I find to be the most



interesting part of Sherryâ€™s book: She eventually stops being abducted and starts actively

participating with the Greys who have been in her life since she was a little girl. And now, as a

mature woman, Sherry shares with us (1) what she has learned from her many years of working

with the Greys, and (2) what the Greys want us to know about ourselves and the on-going evolution

of the human race. I highly recommend this book. â€“Sherri Cortland, author of Windows of

Opportunity, Raising Our Vibrations for the New Age, and Spiritual Toolbox

The Forgotten Promise, Sherry Wilde, Ozark Mountain Publishing, 2013, $16This book is a very

personal and honest account of Sherry Wildeâ€™s lifelong abductions and interactions with beings

from different dimensions. Starting in 1958 with her first backyard abduction, she shares her

emotions and reactions to her first meeting with the grey alien known to her as Da. During that first

encounter, she was taken aboard a spaceship and shown the state of the world in the future. Using

hypnosis to remember her experiences, she begins to piece her story together and finally release it

to the public after many years of uncertainty. She speaks candidly about the way her family reacted

to her, how she sought out support and validation, her fear of the unknown, lost periods of time,

marks and bruises on her body, and the terrors that haunted her daily. She shares the â€œthree

most important things to know,â€• which were taught to her from the beings in 7th dimension. A

wonderful read.â€” Jelina Vance, New Connexion Journal
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